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Atlantic Debuts ürb SPACE Brand of Furniture
Modular and multi-functional solutions
LAS VEGAS MARKET (Building B 2nd Floor – 201-1) – Las Vegas (January 20, 2017) —
Atlantic Inc. introduces the new millennial focused ürb SPACE furniture collection of over forty new
pieces. “We are excited to share our new array of seating, shelving, coffee tables and accent furniture
pieces. We have broadened this urban furniture line, incorporating storage and organization. We also
have added several new items to our high-end, Italian made Caimi USA line”, remarked Leo Dardashti,
Atlantic president and CEO.
The Urban Rustic Collection includes the Urban Hutch, Urban Cabinet and Urban Side Table.
All are beautifully crafted with distressed, solid wood planks in various shades. The matching metal
frame and drawer pulls are finished with a weathered look. All three offer shelving and matching
drawers.
The Soren represents a new take on geometric modern metal and glass four tier shelving unit,
measuring 15 inches by 27 inches by 50 inches. The black tempered glass shelves are framed with
brushed brass tone tubular steel. The removable bar cart is easy to roll out when needed and later dock
back in place with locking casters.
The Caimi USA Collection introduces the Pegaso glass table designed by Angelotti and Cardile
which features a natural, soft, sinuous form reminiscent of the liberty style. The half-inch transparent
tempered glass top has polished ground edges, measures 63 inches by 35 inches, and stands 29 inches
tall. The polished die-cast aluminum structure consists of four monobloc legs and a tubular crossbeam.
The 41-inch, circular, high top, glass Cicerone table designed by Lorenzo Stano features powdercoated cast aluminum column and bright stainless steel over a steel base with a floor fastening device.

The novel supporting structure features handbag hooks. To view these and other products in the line,
visit CaimiUSA.
Look for these furniture pieces and more at fine retailers and online.
About Atlantic Inc.
For 32 years, Atlantic Inc. has designed and manufactured innovative and award-winning consumer
electronics accessories, home entertainment storage products, and game storage accessories and desks that
can be viewed at the Atlantic Store. Other furniture brands include ürb SPACE and CaimiUSA. Atlantic is
the exclusive North American supplier of Snowsound acoustic products. Based in Santa Fe Springs, Calif.,
Atlantic has received numerous patents and awards, including 14 Design & Engineering Showcase Honors
from the annual Consumer Electronics Show (CES) Innovations Committee as well as two Best of NeoCon
and two HiP awards. For more information about Atlantic and its products, please visit the company’s
website at www.atlantic-inc.com.

